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MEDIA฀ THAT฀ INCREASINGLY฀ ARE฀ CRAFTED฀ FOR฀ A฀ GLOBAL฀
AUDIENCE฀PERVASIVE฀ACCESS฀TO฀GOODS฀AND฀SERVICES฀
FROM฀EVER฀MORE฀DISTANT฀LOCALES฀ACCESS฀TO฀NETWORKS฀
AND฀ COMMUNICATION฀ SERVICES฀ THAT฀ SPAN฀ THE฀
PLANET฀AND฀GENERATIONAL฀TIES฀BETWEEN฀YOUTH฀THAT฀
TRANSCEND฀ BORDERS฀ A฀ NEW฀ CONCEPT฀ OF฀ LANGUAGE฀
฀AND฀WHAT฀IT฀MEANS฀TO฀BE฀LITERATE฀฀IS฀EVOLVING฀
5NLIKE฀ THE฀ TRADITIONAL฀ NOTIONS฀ OF฀ LANGUAGE฀ AND฀
LITERACY฀WHICH฀ARE฀PRIMARILY฀UNIMODAL฀AND฀TEXTUAL฀
THIS฀NEW฀FORM฀OF฀COMMUNICATION฀AND฀SELFEXPRES
SION฀ OCCURS฀ MULTIMODALLY฀ INCORPORATING฀ VISUAL฀
AND฀ AURAL฀ ELEMENTS฀WITH฀ TEXTUAL฀ ELEMENTS฀
AND฀ AN฀ IMMEDIACY฀ WHICH฀ ITSELF฀ IS฀ A฀ DI
MENSION฀OF฀THE฀NEW฀LANGUAGE฀4ECH










!DOBE฀ 3YSTEMS฀ THE฀ 'EORGE฀ ,UCAS฀ %DUCATIONAL฀
&OUNDATION฀ AND฀ THE฀ .EW฀ -EDIA฀ #ONSORTIUM฀
THREE฀ ORGANIZATIONS฀ DEEPLY฀ INTERESTED฀ IN฀ THIS฀
PHENOMENON฀ AND฀ ITS฀ POTENTIAL฀ IMPACT฀ ON฀
COMMUNICATION฀ AND฀ CREATIVE฀ EXPRESSION฀ BEGAN฀
CONVERSATIONS฀ IN฀ THE฀ FALL฀ OF฀ ฀ ABOUT฀HOW฀ THEY฀




MAKERS฀ EDUCATORS฀ AND฀ ARTISTS฀ FROM฀ AROUND฀ THE฀
WORLD฀ACCEPTED฀ THEIR฀ INVITATION฀ TO฀ COME฀ TOGETHER฀
IN฀3AN฀*OSE฀#ALIFORNIA฀TO฀EXPLORE฀THIS฀PHENOMENON฀
AND฀THE฀CHALLENGES฀ IT฀ REPRESENTS฀4HEIR฀GOALS฀WERE฀
TO฀ EXCHANGE฀ INFORMATION฀ AND฀ POINTS฀ OF฀ VIEW฀






THAT฀ SOMETHING฀ UNUSUAL฀ WAS฀ TAKING฀







NATIVES฀฀ AND฀ THIS฀ PHENOMENON฀
WAS฀ EMERGING฀ IN฀ AMAZINGLY฀
SIMILAR฀WAYS฀IN฀COUNTRIES฀ACROSS฀THE฀GLOBE
4HAT฀ MEETING฀ CALLED฀ THE฀ ST฀ #ENTURY฀ ,ITERACY฀





TWO฀ DAYS฀ OF฀ DIALOG฀ AND฀ DELIBERATIONS฀ THAT฀ TOOK฀
PLACE฀
4HE฀ WORK฀ THAT฀ TOOK฀ PLACE฀ DURING฀ THE฀ SUMMIT฀ IS฀
THE฀ FOCUS฀ OF฀ THIS฀ MONOGRAPH฀ AND฀ THE฀ STRATEGIC฀
PRIORITIES฀ AND฀ RECOMMENDATIONS฀ DEVELOPED฀ BY฀










AND฀ BECOMING฀ MORE฀ GLOBAL฀ /UR฀ YOUTH฀ ARE฀ AT฀
THE฀VANGUARD฀OF฀ THESE฀CHANGES฀ AND฀ IN฀ COUNTRIES฀
AROUND฀ THE฀WORLD฀ RESEARCHERS฀AND฀EDUCATORS฀ARE฀
REALIZING฀THAT฀THE฀CURRENT฀MODELS฀OF฀EDUCATION฀ARE฀
FAILING฀ US฀ ฀ )N฀ COUNTRIES฀ AS฀ DIVERSE฀ AS฀ THE฀ 5NITED฀
3TATES฀!USTRALIA฀ *APAN฀ THE฀5NITED฀+INGDOM฀AND฀
ALL฀ACROSS฀%UROPE฀ATTENTION฀IS฀SLOWLY฀BEGINNING฀TO฀
TURN฀ TO฀ HOW฀ TO฀ TAKE฀ ADVANTAGE฀ OF฀ THE฀ NEW฀ SKILLS฀
AND฀ABILITIES฀ COMMON฀ TO฀ TODAYS฀YOUTH฀AND฀HOW฀
TO฀MAXIMIZE฀THEIR฀POTENTIAL฀








SCHOOL฀ IS฀ THE฀ LEAST฀ ENGAGING฀ PART฀ OF฀ A฀ STUDENTS฀
DAY฀3CHOOLS฀DO฀ THEIR฀ STUDENTS฀A฀DISSERVICE฀WHEN฀
THEY฀ FAIL฀ TO฀ TEACH฀ LITERACY฀ IN฀ THE฀ EXPRESSIVE฀ NEW฀
LANGUAGE฀THAT฀THEIR฀STUDENTS฀HAVE฀ALREADY฀BEGUN฀
TO฀USE฀BEFORE฀THEY฀EVEN฀ARRIVE฀0RENSKY฀	฀
4ODAYS฀ YOUNG฀ PEOPLE฀ A฀ GROUP฀ OFTEN฀ DESCRIBED฀
AS฀DIGITAL฀NATIVES฀HAVE฀GROWN฀UP฀WITH฀COMPUTERS฀
VIDEO฀GAMES฀ THE฀ )NTERNET฀ AND฀CELL฀PHONES฀ 3UCH฀
DEVICES฀HAVE฀ALWAYS฀BEEN฀A฀PART฀OF฀THEIR฀LIVES฀AND฀
THESE฀ SORTS฀ OF฀ TOOLS฀ ARE฀ AS฀ NATURAL฀ AND฀ FAMILIAR฀




4HE฀ )NTERNET฀HAS฀BEEN฀A฀POWERFUL฀ LEVELER฀ FOR฀ THIS฀
GENERATION฀ PROVIDING฀ IMMEDIATE฀ AND฀ BROAD฀
ACCESS฀TO฀OPINIONS฀ IDEAS฀MUSIC฀VIDEO฀AND฀MORE฀
-ASS฀ MEDIA฀ IS฀ INCREASINGLY฀ CONTROLLED฀ BY฀ HUGE฀
MULTINATIONAL฀ COMPANIES฀ WHO฀ LEVERAGE฀ THEIR฀
CONTENT฀ACROSS฀THE฀GLOBE฀4HE฀RESULT฀IS฀THAT฀CULTURAL฀
VALUES฀ ARE฀ BEING฀ HOMOGENIZED฀ ESPECIALLY฀ IN฀ THE฀




AND฀ THE฀ CHALLENGES฀ IT฀ REPRESENTS฀ BUT฀ A฀ SUBLIME฀
IRONY฀QUICKLY฀SURFACED฀
4HERE฀ WAS฀ NO฀ COMMON฀ LANGUAGE฀ WITH฀ WHICH฀ TO฀
BEGIN฀TO฀TALK฀ABOUT฀THE฀NEW฀CONCEPTS฀OF฀LANGUAGE฀
THAT฀ BROUGHT฀ THE฀ GROUP฀ TOGETHER฀ NO฀ CONCEPTUAL฀
FRAMEWORK฀ UPON฀ WHICH฀ TO฀ FORM฀ A฀ CONSENSUS฀
AROUND฀ ITS฀ IMPACT฀ ON฀ NOTIONS฀ OF฀ LITERACY฀ ฀ 4HE฀
DIALOG฀ WAS฀ INFORMED฀ BY฀ WORK฀ IN฀ MEDIA฀ LITERACY฀
SEMIOTICS฀ ICONOGRAPHY฀ VISUAL฀ COGNITION฀ AND฀ THE฀
ARTS฀BUT฀ THE฀CONCEPTS฀ THAT฀WERE฀THE฀ FOCUS฀OF฀ THE฀
GATHERING฀ HAD฀ EMERGED฀ SO฀ RECENTLY฀ THAT฀ THERE฀
WAS฀NOT฀A฀BODY฀OF฀ LITERATURE฀OR฀THEORY฀THAT฀COULD฀
PROVIDE฀ ADEQUATE฀ DElNITIONS฀ TAXONOMIES฀ OR฀
ONTOLOGIES฀ )N฀ THEIR฀ PLACE฀ THE฀ FOLLOWING฀ WORKING฀
DElNITION฀WAS฀APPLIED฀AND฀GIVEN฀THE฀NAME฀OF฀ST฀
CENTURY฀LITERACY
ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀ IS฀ THE฀ SET฀ OF฀ ABILITIES฀ AND฀
SKILLS฀ WHERE฀ AURAL฀ VISUAL฀ AND฀ DIGITAL฀ LITERACY฀
OVERLAP฀4HESE฀INCLUDE฀THE฀ABILITY฀TO฀UNDERSTAND฀
THE฀POWER฀OF฀ IMAGES฀AND฀ SOUNDS฀ TO฀ RECOGNIZE฀
AND฀ USE฀ THAT฀ POWER฀ TO฀MANIPULATE฀ AND฀ TRANS











TO฀ TEXTUAL฀ AND฀ VERBAL฀ FORMS฀ OF฀ COMMUNICATION฀
WHICH฀ENGAGE฀ONE฀OR฀AT฀MOST฀TWO฀COMMUNICATION฀
PATHWAYS฀ THESE฀ NEW฀ FORMS฀ OF฀ COMMUNICATION฀
APPEAR฀ TO฀ INCLUDE฀ LAYERS฀ OF฀ MEANING฀ WHICH฀ ARE฀
NOT฀ACCESSIBLE฀BY฀TRADITIONAL฀LANGUAGE฀SKILLS฀ALONE฀
9OUNG฀ PEOPLE฀ ADEPT฀ AT฀ INTERPRETING฀ MEANING฀
IN฀ SOUND฀ MUSIC฀ STILL฀ AND฀ MOVING฀ IMAGES฀ AND฀
INTERACTIVE฀COMPONENTS฀NOT฀ONLY฀SEEM฀QUITE฀ABLE฀
TO฀ COPE฀ WITH฀ MESSAGES฀ THAT฀ ENGAGE฀ SEVERAL฀ OF฀
THESE฀PATHWAYS฀AT฀ONCE฀BUT฀IN฀MANY฀CASES฀PREFER฀
THEM฀+RESS฀	฀
ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀ INCLUDES฀ CREATIVE฀ mUENCY฀
AS฀WELL฀AS฀INTERPRETIVE฀FACILITY฀*UST฀AS฀TRADITIONAL฀
FORMS฀ OF฀ ฀ LITERACY฀ IMPLY฀ THE฀ ABILITY฀ TO฀ SPEAK฀ AND฀
WRITE฀ AS฀ WELL฀ AS฀ TO฀ READ฀ ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀
IMPLIES฀ THE฀ ABILITY฀ TO฀ ARTICULATE฀ AND฀ CREATE฀ IDEAS฀
IN฀ THESE฀NEW฀FORMS฀AS฀WELL฀AS฀ TO฀UNDERSTAND฀THE฀





TO฀ THE฀ SPREAD฀ OF฀ AND฀ NEED฀ FOR฀ EDUCATION฀ IN฀ ST฀
CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀4HE฀UNDERLYING฀CONCEPTS฀MUST฀BE฀
TEASED฀ OUT฀ ฀7HILE฀ THE฀ GRAMMAR฀ OF฀ THIS฀ NEW฀ LAN
GUAGE฀ IS฀ NOT฀ YET฀ FULLY฀ UNDERSTOOD฀ IT฀ SEEMS฀ TO฀BE฀
AT฀LEAST฀TO฀SOME฀DEGREE฀INTUITIVE฀TO฀YOUNG฀PEOPLE฀
$IGITAL฀ NATIVES฀ EASILY฀ GRASP฀ HOW฀ VISUAL฀ AND฀ OTHER฀
MULTIMEDIA฀ COMPONENTS฀ CAN฀ ENHANCE฀ COMMUNI
CATION฀EVEN฀IF฀THEIR฀USE฀OF฀ IT฀ IS฀ LARGELY฀ INFORMAL฀!S฀
YOUNG฀ PEOPLE฀ CREATE฀ CASUAL฀MULTIMEDIA฀ THEY฀ ARE฀
ALSO฀CREATING฀THE฀OPPORTUNITY฀TO฀EXPERIMENT฀LEARN฀
TAKE฀RISKS฀AND฀BECOME฀mUENT฀7OOLSEY฀	
4HE฀ LANGUAGE฀ OF฀ ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀ LENDS฀
ITSELF฀TO฀INTERACTIVE฀COMMUNICATION฀7HILE฀VERBAL฀
COMMUNICATION฀฀ SPEECH฀฀ IS฀ VERY฀ INTERACTIVE฀
WHEN฀ WRITTEN฀ LANGUAGE฀ IS฀ EMPLOYED฀ REALTIME฀
INTERACTION฀ IS฀ RARELY฀ A฀ COMPONENT฀ 0RINTBASED฀




ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀ IMPLIES฀ THE฀ ABILITY฀ TO฀ USE฀
MEDIA฀ TO฀ EVOKE฀ EMOTIONAL฀ RESPONSES฀!LL฀ OF฀ US฀
UNDERSTAND฀ALMOST฀ON฀A฀VISCERAL฀ LEVEL฀ THE฀POWER฀
AND฀ IMMEDIACY฀ OF฀ IMAGERY฀ AND฀ OF฀ SOUND฀ !RT฀
MUSIC฀ lLM฀ PHOTOGRAPHY฀ DRAWING฀ ฀ ALL฀ HAVE฀
THE฀ POTENTIAL฀ TO฀ TRANSCEND฀ TRADITIONAL฀ LANGUAGE฀
AND฀ EVOKE฀ AN฀ EMOTIONAL฀ RESPONSE฀ 4HESE฀MEDIA฀
AND฀ IMAGES฀ AND฀ SOUNDS฀ IN฀ GENERAL฀ CAN฀ BE฀ USED฀











ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀ HAS฀ THE฀ POTENTIAL฀ TO฀
TRANSFORM฀THE฀WAY฀WE฀LEARN฀(UMANS฀ARE฀WIRED฀TO฀
LEARN฀7HEN฀LEARNING฀IS฀PLEASURABLE฀IT฀CAN฀HAPPEN฀
EVEN฀ MORE฀ RAPIDLY฀ 4HE฀ VOCABULARY฀ AND฀ TOOLS฀ OF฀
ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀ ARE฀ APPEALING฀ TO฀ YOUNG฀
PEOPLE฀ CONNECTED฀ TO฀ THEIR฀WORLD฀OUTSIDE฀ SCHOOL฀
AND฀RELATED฀TO฀THEIR฀INTERESTS
7HAT฀ WAS฀ CLEAR฀ TO฀ ALL฀ WHO฀ PARTICIPATED฀ IN฀ THE฀
SUMMIT฀ WAS฀ THAT฀ WHATEVER฀ THESE฀ NEW฀ FORMS฀ OF฀
LANGUAGE฀ MAY฀ ULTIMATELY฀ BE฀ CALLED฀ WHEN฀ THEY฀
ARE฀ARTFULLY฀APPLIED฀THE฀EFFECT฀ON฀COMMUNICATION฀
IS฀ IMMEDIATE฀AND฀PALPABLE฀ )F฀WE฀CAN฀UNDERSTAND฀
HOW฀ TO฀ USE฀ THEM฀ EFFECTIVELY฀ WE฀ WILL฀ HAVE฀ THE฀





'IVEN฀ THE฀ CHALLENGES฀ FACED฀ BY฀ SCHOOL฀ SYSTEMS฀
ACROSS฀ THE฀ GLOBE฀ AS฀ THEY฀ STRUGGLE฀ TO฀ KEEP฀ PACE฀
WITH฀THE฀EVERINCREASING฀COMPLEXITY฀OF฀THE฀WORLD฀
TODAY฀AND฀THE฀ INCREDIBLE฀ADVANCE฀OF฀SCIENCE฀AND฀
TECHNOLOGY฀ IT฀ IS฀ VITAL฀ THAT฀WE฀QUICKLY฀MASTER฀ THIS฀






THAT฀ WE฀ MUST฀ SEIZE฀ THAT฀ OPPORTUNITY฀ lRST฀
BY฀ UNDERSTANDING฀ THIS฀ NEW฀ LITERACY฀ THEN฀ BY฀
ENCOURAGING฀ STIMULATING฀ MODELING฀ AND฀ USING฀
ST฀CENTURY฀LITERACY฀SKILLS฀AND฀METHODS฀7E฀MUST฀
lND฀WAYS฀ TO฀MORE฀ FULLY฀ENGAGE฀YOUNG฀PEOPLE฀ IN฀
SCHOOLS฀AND฀UNIVERSITIES฀WORLDWIDE฀AND฀USE฀THEIR฀
NATURAL฀TALENTS฀TO฀HELP฀THEM฀TO฀BE฀BETTER฀AND฀MORE฀





4HE฀ 3AN฀ *OSE฀ MEETING฀ WAS฀ THE฀ CULMINATION฀ OF฀
NEARLY฀ SIX฀ MONTHS฀ OF฀ PREPARATIONS฀ 4HE฀ INVITEES฀
WERE฀CAREFULLY฀SELECTED฀USING฀A฀THREESTEP฀PROCESS฀
&IRST฀A฀TEAM฀OF฀GRADUATE฀STUDENTS฀WAS฀ASSEMBLED฀
TO฀ CONDUCT฀ A฀ COMPREHENSIVE฀ REVIEW฀ OF฀ THE฀
LITERATURE฀ON฀THE฀TOPICS฀OF฀DIGITAL฀VISUAL฀AND฀NEW฀
MEDIA฀ LITERACY฀ !฀ METAANALYSIS฀ OF฀ THE฀ CITATIONS฀
PRODUCED฀ A฀ LIST฀ OF฀ SEMINAL฀ AUTHORS฀WHOSE฀WORKS฀
WERE฀ CITED฀ OVER฀ AND฀ OVER฀ THESE฀ AUTHORS฀ NAMES฀
FORMED฀THE฀INITIAL฀LIST฀OF฀INVITEES฀
4HAT฀ LIST฀ WAS฀ EXPANDED฀ BY฀ ADDING฀ THE฀ NAMES฀ OF฀








TO฀ ENSURE฀ EACH฀ OF฀ THESE฀ SECTORS฀WAS฀ REPRESENTED฀
AND฀ THEY฀ REVIEWED฀ THE฀ LIST฀ TO฀ ENSURE฀ BALANCE฀ IN฀
TERMS฀OF฀BOTH฀PERSPECTIVE฀AND฀GEOGRAPHY฀
4HE฀ RESULT฀ WAS฀ A฀ LIST฀ OF฀ ฀ LEADING฀ AUTHORS฀
POLICYMAKERS฀ RESEARCHERS฀ EDUCATORS฀ AND฀ ARTISTS฀
FROM฀ THE฀ 5NITED฀ 3TATES฀ !USTRALIA฀ %UROPE฀ *APAN฀
AND฀ THE฀ 5NITED฀ +INGDOM฀ /F฀ THESE฀ ฀ WERE฀ ABLE฀




4HE฀ PLANNING฀ COMMITTEE฀ RECOGNIZED฀ THAT฀ THE฀
DEMANDS฀ ON฀ ATTENDEES฀ TIME฀ BOTH฀ IN฀ TERMS฀ OF฀
TRAVEL฀ AND฀ ATTENDING฀ THE฀ SUMMIT฀ ITSELF฀ WOULD฀ BE฀
SIGNIlCANT฀ 7ITH฀ THAT฀ IN฀ MIND฀ THE฀ SUMMIT฀ WAS฀
DESIGNED฀ TO฀ MAXIMIZE฀ ACTIVE฀ PARTICIPATION฀ WHILE฀
MINIMIZING฀THE฀NEED฀FOR฀EXTENSIVE฀PRE฀OR฀POSTWORK฀
/NE฀OF฀THESE฀APPROACHES฀WAS฀TO฀INVITE฀PARTICIPANTS฀
TO฀ CONTRIBUTE฀ TO฀ A฀ COLLECTION฀ OF฀ PREVIOUSLY฀
PUBLISHED฀ ARTICLES฀ THAT฀ WAS฀ ASSEMBLED฀ EXPRESSLY฀
FOR฀ THE฀ ATTENDEES฀ AND฀ DISTRIBUTED฀ TO฀ ALL฀ AHEAD฀ OF฀







IN฀ )"-S฀ ฀ 'LOBAL฀ )NNOVATION฀ /UTLOOK฀ PROCESS฀
)"-฀	฀)N฀THAT฀EFFORT฀AND฀ALSO฀FOR฀THE฀ST฀#EN
TURY฀ ,ITERACY฀ 3UMMIT฀ THE฀





DESIGNED฀ TO฀ REACH฀ AN฀
OUTCOME฀ INCORPORAT
ING฀ THE฀BEST฀ THINKING฀OF฀ THE฀GROUP฀ FROM฀MULTIPLE฀












SUGGESTS฀ THESE฀ REALWORLD฀ STORIES฀ ILLUSTRATING฀HOW฀
ST฀CENTURY฀LITERACY฀IS฀ACTUALLY฀EMERGING฀PROVIDED฀
A฀WAY฀ TO฀hCLEANSE฀ THE฀PALATESv฀ OF฀ THE฀PARTICIPANTS฀
!฀'LOBAL฀)MPERATIVE!฀'LOBAL฀)MPERATIVE
4(%฀2%0/24฀/&฀4(%฀34฀#%.4529฀,)4%2!#9฀35--)4฀ 






FORMS฀ OF฀ LITERACY฀ THE฀ MEETING฀ WAS฀ DOCUMENTED฀
USING฀ A฀ VARIETY฀ OF฀ MEDIA฀ INCLUDING฀ PRINTBASED฀
AND฀ VISUAL฀ RECORDS฀ AS฀ WELL฀
AS฀ PHOTOGRAPHICALLY฀




ON฀ LARGE฀฀ X฀฀ CHARTS฀
THE฀ RESULTS฀ lLLED฀ THE฀ ROOM฀WITH฀ A฀ REALTIME฀ VISUAL฀
REPRESENTATION฀ OF฀ THE฀ DIALOG฀ AS฀ IT฀ PROGRESSED฀4HE฀
ILLUSTRATIONS฀ACCOMPANYING฀THIS฀ TEXT฀WERE฀SELECTED฀
FROM฀THIS฀VISUAL฀RECORD฀!N฀!DOBE฀!CROBAT฀FORM฀OF฀













THOUSANDS฀ OF฀ STUDENTS฀ TO฀ EXPAND฀ THE฀ ACADEMIC฀ DIALOGUE฀




AND฀ PROFESSORS฀ INTERACT฀ CONlRMED฀ THE฀ POTENTIAL฀ FOR฀ THE฀
EXPRESSIVE฀POSSIBILITIES฀OF฀MEDIA฀TO฀REVITALIZE฀TEACHING฀LEARN
ING฀AND฀RESEARCH฀4HEIR฀RESULTS฀DEMANDED฀AN฀EFFORT฀TO฀CREATE฀







CIES฀EMBODIED฀ IN฀ THE฀ LANGUAGES฀OF฀NEW฀MEDIA฀ )N฀ THE฀YEARS฀





'IVEN฀ THE฀ REACH฀AND฀EXTENT฀OF฀ THE฀+฀ SYSTEM฀ THE฀ SINGLE฀






WITH฀ THEIR฀ INSTRUCTIONAL฀ VISIONS฀ OBJECTIVES฀ STRATEGIES฀ AND฀
CLASSROOM฀PRACTICES฀WWWUSCEDUDEPTEDUCATION	
0ROGRAMS฀ LIKE฀ THESE฀WHICH฀BOTH฀PRESERVE฀ LONGSTANDING฀
INTELLECTUAL฀ PRACTICES฀ AND฀ TAKE฀ ADVANTAGE฀ OF฀ CONTEMPO
RARY฀ POSSIBILITIES฀ ARE฀ EARLY฀ PRECEDENTS฀ &OR฀ MORE฀ INFOR





!S฀ THEIR฀ NAME฀ SUGGESTS฀ THE฀ DEEP฀ DIVES฀ ALLOWED฀
ATTENDEES฀ TO฀ DELVE฀ INTO฀ THE฀ QUESTIONS฀ UNDER฀
CONSIDERATION฀IN฀A฀PROFOUND฀WAY฀)N฀THESE฀INTENSIVE฀
DIALOGS฀PARTICIPANTS฀WORKED฀TO฀TEASE฀OUT฀THE฀VITAL฀





STRUCTURES฀ AND฀ INFRASTRUCTURES฀ 4HESE฀ WERE฀ KEY฀
QUESTIONS฀ FOR฀ THE฀ ATTENDEES฀ /VER฀ THE฀ COURSE฀ OF฀
THE฀lRST฀DAY฀AS฀THEY฀GRAPPLED฀WITH฀THEM฀THE฀GROUP฀





%ACH฀ OF฀ THE฀ SECTOR฀ FOCUS฀ GROUPS฀ CONSIDERED฀ THE฀
IMPLICATIONS฀ OF฀ THIS฀ QUESTION฀ FROM฀ ITS฀ UNIQUE฀
PERSPECTIVE฀4HE฀SCENARIO฀DRAWN฀FROM฀THE฀GROUPS฀
REPORTS฀ DETAILED฀ IN฀ THE฀ PARAGRAPHS฀ THAT฀ FOLLOW฀
DESCRIBES฀ A฀ WORLD฀ THAT฀ MAY฀ SEEM฀ 0OLLYANNISH฀
TO฀ SOME฀ READERS฀ ฀ TO฀ BE฀ SURE฀ THE฀ CHALLENGES฀
INVOLVED฀ IN฀ REALIZING฀ THIS฀ VISION฀ ARE฀ GREAT฀฀BUT฀
THE฀PICTURE฀IS฀ONE฀THAT฀REmECTS฀THE฀DEEP฀POTENTIAL฀
OF฀ST฀CENTURY฀LITERACY
4HE฀ ESSENTIAL฀ CHARACTERISTIC฀ OF฀ THIS฀ WORLD฀ IS฀
THAT฀ IT฀ EMBRACES฀ ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀ BROADLY฀
#OMMUNICATION฀ IS฀ MULTIDIMENSIONAL฀ ENGAGING฀
AND฀ INCREASINGLY฀ UNBOUND฀ TO฀ TEXT฀ #REATIVITY฀ IS฀
VALUED฀ BROADLY฀ AND฀ SUCCESS฀ IS฀ ASSOCIATED฀ WITH฀ THE฀
ABILITY฀ TO฀ARTICULATE฀ IDEAS฀USING฀NOT฀ONLY฀WORDS฀BUT฀
ALSO฀IMAGES฀AND฀SOUNDS฀
%DUCATION฀ IS฀ OPTIMIZED฀ FOR฀ MULTITASKING฀ AND฀
TAILORED฀ TO฀ EACH฀ LEARNER฀ 3CHOOLS฀ INCORPORATE฀ THE฀
NEW฀ LITERACIES฀ ACROSS฀ THE฀ CURRICULUM฀AND฀USE฀ THEM฀
TO฀MORE฀FULLY฀ENGAGE฀STUDENTS฀ARTICULATE฀IDEAS฀AND฀
DEMONSTRATE฀ CONCEPTS฀ .EW฀ TOOLS฀ EASYTOUSE฀ AND฀
WIDELY฀ AVAILABLE฀ ALLOW฀ THE฀ SKILLS฀ IMBEDDED฀ IN฀ ST฀
CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀ TO฀ BE฀ RElNED฀ THROUGHOUT฀ A฀ CHILDS฀
EDUCATIONAL฀EXPERIENCE฀
-EDIA฀ AND฀ THE฀ ARTS฀ ARE฀ THE฀ VANGUARD฀ IN฀ THIS฀ WORLD฀
OUT฀ IN฀ FRONT฀ BREAKING฀ NEW฀ GROUND฀ #REATIVE฀ PEOPLE฀
ARE฀INVENTING฀NEW฀FORMS฀OF฀EXPRESSION฀EXPERIMENTING฀









GROWN฀ UP฀ WITH฀ EASY฀ ACCESS฀ TO฀
COMPUTERS฀ POWERFUL฀ CREATIVE฀
TOOLS฀ AND฀ THE฀ )NTERNET฀ 4HEY฀
EPITOMIZE฀ THE฀ CONCEPT฀ OF฀ THE฀











WAY฀ THEY฀ WANT฀ IT฀ WHEN฀ THEY฀ WANT฀ IT฀ DRIVES฀ SOME฀
PROFESSORS฀TO฀LEARN฀NEW฀WAYS฀OF฀COMMUNICATING฀THEIR฀
MATERIAL฀ 2ECOGNIZING฀ THE฀ BENElT฀ OF฀ COLLABORATIVE฀




)NFORMED฀ BY฀ SOLID฀ RESEARCH฀ THAT฀ HAS฀ SYSTEMATICALLY฀
EXAMINED฀ THESE฀ NEW฀ FORMS฀ OF฀ EXPRESSION฀ AS฀ THEY฀
HAVE฀EMERGED฀CURRICULA฀STANDARDS฀AND฀CERTIlCATION฀
PROGRAMS฀ RECOGNIZE฀ THAT฀ mUENCY฀ WITH฀ THESE฀ NEW฀
FORMS฀ OF฀ COMMUNICATION฀ IS฀ AS฀ IMPORTANT฀ AS฀ BASIC฀
LITERACY฀ IN฀ THE฀ ST฀ CENTURY฀ 3TANDARDS฀ REmECT฀ THE฀
IMPORTANCE฀ OF฀ THOSE฀ SKILLS฀ AND฀ EXEMPLARS฀ AND฀
MODELS฀ FOR฀ INTEGRATING฀ST฀CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀SKILLS฀ IN฀
TEACHING฀AND฀LEARNING฀ARE฀READILY฀AVAILABLE
)N฀THE฀CLASSROOM฀AS฀STUDENTS฀lND฀THEMSELVES฀ENGAGED฀
ON฀ MULTIPLE฀ LEVELS฀ IT฀ IS฀ EASIER฀ FOR฀ TEACHERS฀ TO฀ FOCUS฀
ON฀ CRITICAL฀ THINKING฀ AND฀ PROBLEMBASED฀ LEARNING฀
#OMMUNICATION฀ SKILLS฀ ARE฀ HIGHLY฀ VALUED฀ BY฀ STUDENTS฀
AND฀TEACHERS฀ALIKE฀฀BOTH฀IN฀TRADITIONAL฀FORMS฀LIKE฀PRINT฀
AND฀PUBLIC฀SPEAKING฀AND฀ALSO฀IN฀FORMS฀LIKE฀MULTIMEDIA฀












TO฀ ACQUIRE฀ THE฀ NECESSARY฀ TOOLS฀ IS฀ AVAILABLE฀ THROUGH฀
GOVERNMENT฀GRANTS฀AND฀PARTNERSHIPS฀WITH฀ INDUSTRY฀












4HE฀ #OMMUNITIES฀ /RGANIZING฀ 2ESOURCES฀ TO฀ !DVANCE฀
,EARNING฀ #/2!,	฀ )NITIATIVE฀ LAUNCHED฀ BY฀ THE฀ *AMES฀
)RVINE฀&OUNDATION฀IN฀฀ENCOURAGES฀THE฀DEVELOPMENT฀
OF฀ OUTOFSCHOOL฀ PROGRAMS฀ FOR฀ UNDERSERVED฀ YOUTH฀
IN฀ lVE฀ #ALIFORNIA฀ CITIES฀ THAT฀ ENHANCE฀ THEIR฀ ACADEMIC฀
PERFORMANCE฀ 4HE฀ PRIMARY฀ FOCUS฀ AREAS฀ FOR฀ #/2!,฀ ARE฀
THE฀ DEVELOPMENT฀ OF฀ LOCAL฀ COMMUNITY฀ CAPACITY฀ AND฀ THE฀
DELIVERY฀OF฀HIGHQUALITY฀LEARNING฀EXPERIENCES฀
/NE฀VERY฀KEY฀ELEMENT฀OF฀ THIS฀ INITIATIVE฀ IN฀ ITS฀EARLY฀ YEARS฀
WAS฀ THE฀h3UMMER฀ )NSTITUTEv฀ AN฀ APPROXIMATELY฀ SIXWEEK฀
EXPERIENCE฀ FOR฀ HIGH฀ SCHOOL฀ STUDENTS฀ IN฀ THE฀ SUMMER฀
WHERE฀ THEY฀ EXPLORED฀ TECHNOLOGY฀ AND฀ MEDIA฀ AND฀ TEAM฀
ORGANIZATION฀ AS฀ INFRASTRUCTURES฀ FOR฀ THEIR฀ OWN฀ LEARNING฀
)N฀ THIS฀ CONTEXT฀ THEY฀ WENT฀ ON฀ HIKES฀ IN฀ WILDERNESS฀ AREAS฀
LEARNED฀ TO฀ USE฀ MEDIARICH฀ TECHNOLOGIES฀ AND฀ CREATED฀
SOME฀VERY฀COMPELLING฀MOVIES฀%XAMPLES฀CAN฀BE฀FOUND฀AT฀
WWWLBCORALYIORGNEWSHTML	
4HESE฀ MOVIES฀ PROVIDED฀ AN฀ EXCELLENT฀ CONTEXT฀ FOR฀ YOUTH฀
TO฀ EXPRESS฀ THEIR฀ IDEAS฀ AND฀ TO฀ WORK฀ WITH฀ COLLABORATIVE฀
TEAMS฀4HEY฀ALSO฀PROVIDED฀A฀VERY฀ENGAGING฀ACTIVITY฀ THAT฀
GAVE฀ THEM฀ALL฀ EXPERIENCE฀WITH฀ CAMERAS฀AND฀COMPUTERS฀
)NTERESTINGLY฀ IN฀ THE฀ FALL฀ THESE฀ STUDENTS฀ BROUGHT฀ THEIR฀
TECHNICAL฀AND฀DESIGN฀CAPABILITIES฀INTO฀THEIR฀HIGH฀SCHOOLS฀
BORROWING฀ THE฀ #/2!,฀ EQUIPMENT฀ TO฀ GIVE฀ 0OWER0OINT฀
PRESENTATIONS฀ TO฀ THEIR฀ HIGH฀ SCHOOL฀ CLASSES฀ AND฀ TO฀ SHOW฀
THEIR฀ MOVIE฀ PROJECTS฀ WHICH฀ THEY฀ COMPLETED฀ FOR฀ CLASS฀
ASSIGNMENTS฀ 4HE฀ OUTOFSCHOOL฀ CONTEXT฀ PROVIDED฀ A฀
TRAINING฀ GROUND฀ FOR฀ THE฀ MASTERY฀ OF฀ THESE฀ DIGITAL฀ TOOLS฀
STUDENTS฀ ENHANCED฀ THEIR฀ PERFORMANCE฀ IN฀ THEIR฀ SCHOOL฀
CONTEXTS฀ USING฀WHAT฀ THEY฀ HAD฀ LEARNED฀ IN฀ THE฀ SUMMERS฀
USING฀IMAGERY฀AND฀SOUND฀TO฀EXPRESS฀IDEAS฀THAT฀THEY฀HAD฀
KEPT฀TO฀THEMSELVES฀BEFORE฀
4HIS฀ RELATIONSHIP฀ BETWEEN฀ OUTOFSCHOOL฀ AND฀ SCHOOL฀
CONTEXTS฀ IS฀ A฀ PROMISING฀ GENERAL฀ APPROACH฀ TO฀ THE฀ INCOR











4HE฀ SECOND฀ IS฀ TO฀ ENCOURAGE฀ YOUTH฀ TO฀ USE฀ THESE฀
NEW฀ SKILLS฀ WHICH฀ ARE฀ MOST฀ OFTEN฀ DEVELOPED฀
INFORMALLY฀OUTSIDE฀THE฀SCHOOL฀SYSTEM฀"ECAUSE฀OF฀
THIS฀MANY฀STUDENTS฀MISS฀OUT฀ON฀ THE฀OPPORTUNITY฀

















7HAT฀ ARE฀ THE฀ FORCES฀ OR฀ hENABLERSv฀ SUPPORTING฀
MOVEMENT฀IN฀THIS฀DIRECTION฀7HAT฀IS฀CONSTRAINING฀
OR฀ RESISTING฀ IT฀ 7HERE฀ ARE฀ THE฀ LEVERAGE฀ POINTS฀
4HESE฀ QUESTIONS฀ FRAMED฀ THE฀ LAST฀ DEEP฀ DIVE฀ AND฀
AGAIN฀GROUPS฀WERE฀FORMED฀BASED฀ON฀THE฀lVE฀FOCUS฀
SECTORS฀ %ARLY฀ IN฀ THE฀ DISCUSSIONS฀ IT฀ BECAME฀ CLEAR฀
THAT฀ THE฀ FORCES฀ AT฀ PLAY฀ WERE฀ COMPLEX฀ )N฀ SEVERAL฀
CASES฀ THE฀ SAME฀ FACTORS฀ COULD฀ FUEL฀ PROGRESS฀ OR฀




WAS฀USED฀ TO฀ RElNE฀ THE฀ LIST฀AND฀ IN฀ THE฀END฀ SEVEN฀
EXTERNAL฀FACTORS฀EMERGED฀AS฀CRITICAL฀4WO฀OF฀THESE฀
)NTELLECTUAL฀0ROPERTY฀฀"USINESS฀0RACTICES฀AND฀4OOLS฀
3TANDARDS฀ ,ICENSING฀ ฀ 0RICING฀ WERE฀ VIEWED฀ AS฀
CONTINUA฀THAT฀COULD฀ACT฀AS฀EITHER฀AN฀ENABLER฀OR฀A฀






)NTELLECTUAL฀ 0ROPERTY฀ ฀ "USINESS฀ 0RACTICES฀
#REATIVE฀ PEOPLE฀ IN฀ MEDIA฀ AND฀ THE฀ ARTS฀ LONG฀
CONSIDERED฀ THE฀ VANGUARD฀ OF฀ POPULAR฀ CULTURE฀
ARE฀ ALSO฀ AT฀ THE฀ FOREFRONT฀ OF฀ ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀
ILLUSTRATING฀ HOW฀ NEW฀ FORMS฀ OF฀ LANGUAGE฀ CAN฀ BE฀
USED฀ AND฀ EVEN฀ INVENTED฀4HEIR฀ EFFORTS฀ OPEN฀ NEW฀
DOORWAYS฀TO฀EXPRESSION฀AND฀INSPIRE฀YOUNG฀PEOPLE฀
TO฀EXPERIMENT฀AND฀BUILD฀ON฀WHAT฀THEY฀SEE฀BUT฀ IT฀
IS฀ IMPORTANT฀ TO฀ THEIR฀ LIVELIHOOD฀ THAT฀ THEIR฀ WORK฀
BE฀ PROTECTED฀ UNDER฀ COPYRIGHT฀ #OPYRIGHT฀ HELPS฀
ENSURE฀THAT฀THEY฀ARE฀ABLE฀TO฀GARNER฀WHATEVER฀VALUE฀












NESS฀ OF฀ ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀ SKILLS฀ 4HE฀ #REATIVE฀
#OMMONS฀HAS฀DEVELOPED฀AN฀EXCEPTIONAL฀LICENSING฀
MODEL฀THAT฀PROVIDES฀A฀WAY฀FOR฀ARTISTS฀TO฀ALLOW฀THEIR฀










TOOLS฀ AND฀ LICENSING฀MODELS฀WOULD฀ BE฀ CONSIDERED฀
AN฀ ENABLER฀ 4O฀ THE฀ EXTENT฀ THAT฀ THAT฀ PRICING฀ AND฀








)N฀ THE฀ ฀ PREMIER฀ ISSUE฀ OF฀ 7IRED฀ A฀ FEATURE฀ ARTICLE฀
INTRODUCED฀ %NGLISHSPEAKING฀ GEEKDOM฀ TO฀ *APANESE฀
OTAKU฀hTHE฀INCREDIBLY฀STRANGE฀MUTANT฀CREATURES฀WHO฀RULE฀

















TIVE฀ FRAMES฀ OF฀ REFERENCE฀ #URIOUS฀ #HECK฀ OUT฀ SITES฀ SUCH฀ AS฀
ANIMEMUSICVIDEOSCOM฀ COSPLAYCOM฀ OR฀ ANIMESUKICOM฀ TO฀
GET฀A฀SENSE฀OF฀THIS฀BURGEONING฀SUBCULTURE
!LTHOUGH฀ FAN฀ CULTURAL฀ PRODUCTION฀ IS฀ DENIGRATED฀ BY฀
MEDIA฀ PROFESSIONALS฀ AS฀ hMERELYv฀ DERIVATIVE฀ AND฀ LACKING฀






INTEREST฀ AND฀ WORKING฀ GROUPS฀ TO฀ ENGAGE฀ IN฀ COLLABORATIVE฀
MEDIA฀PRODUCTION฀AND฀DISTRIBUTION฀
4HE฀ACTIVITIES฀OF฀OTAKU฀MAY฀SEEM฀EXTREME฀AND฀MARGINAL฀
BUT฀ OTAKU฀ CULTURE฀ MAY฀ REPRESENT฀ ONE฀ PROTOTYPE฀ FOR฀
EMERGENT฀FORMS฀OF฀LITERACY฀-UCH฀AS฀THE฀GROWING฀STRENGTH฀
OF฀ DIGITAL฀ TECHNOLOGY฀ WAS฀ TIED฀ TO฀ THE฀ RISE฀ OF฀ GEEK฀ CHIC฀
THE฀GROWING฀VISIBILITY฀OF฀OTAKU฀CULTURE฀WORLDWIDE฀SEEMS฀






THEMSELVES฀ ARE฀ CLEARLY฀ ENABLERS฀ IMAGE฀ SOUND฀
AND฀ VIDEO฀ EDITING฀ TOOLS฀ DESKTOP฀ PUBLISHING฀ AND฀
WEB฀DESIGN฀ TOOLS฀ HARDWARE฀ TO฀PRINT฀ RECORD฀ BURN฀
COPY฀AND฀DISTRIBUTE฀ CREATED฀MEDIA฀ AND฀OF฀ COURSE฀
THE฀)NTERNET฀฀ALL฀OF฀THESE฀ENABLE฀PEOPLE฀TO฀LEARN฀




THEY฀ HAVE฀ BECOME฀ MORE฀ WIDELY฀ USED฀ ALLOWING฀
MORE฀VOICES฀TO฀BE฀HEARD
!T฀THE฀OPPOSITE฀END฀OF฀THIS฀CONTINUUM฀THOUGH฀THE฀










,ICENSING฀ AND฀ PRICING฀ OF฀ SOFTWARE฀ TOOLS฀ HAS฀ PRE
SENTED฀ANOTHER฀BARRIER฀TO฀GETTING฀TOOLS฀INTO฀PEOPLES฀




ABLE฀ OFFERING฀ SCALABLE฀ SOLUTIONS฀ AND฀ SUBSTANTIAL฀
DISCOUNTS฀BUT฀ IN฀THE฀CASE฀OF฀HARDWARE฀ THE฀COST฀OF฀
SOPHISTICATED฀ TOOLS฀ TOO฀ OFTEN฀ IS฀ STILL฀ OUT฀ OF฀ REACH฀
OF฀ SCHOOLS฀4HE฀ EFFECT฀ IS฀ TO฀ LIMIT฀ THE฀ OPPORTUNITIES฀
STUDENTS฀HAVE฀TO฀EXPERIMENT฀AND฀ LEARN฀ TO฀EXPRESS฀
THEMSELVES฀ IN฀ THE฀MODES฀ OF฀ ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀
-EDIA฀TOOLS฀ARE฀NOT฀PART฀OF฀THE฀BASIC฀PRODUCTIVITY฀SET฀
THAT฀MOST฀PEOPLE฀ASSOCIATE฀WITH฀A฀COMPUTER฀4HERE฀
IS฀ SOME฀ MOVEMENT฀ HERE฀ AND฀ INCREASINGLY฀ IMAGE฀












POLICY฀ CHANGES฀ IN฀ THE฀WAY฀ SOFTWARE฀ IS฀ PRICED฀ AND฀
LICENSED฀ COULD฀ GREATLY฀ ENCOURAGE฀ SYSTEMWIDE฀
ADOPTIONS฀ 0OLICIES฀ THAT฀MAKE฀ IT฀ SIMPLER฀ FOR฀ ARTISTS฀













ST฀CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀ IS฀NOT฀WELL฀UNDERSTOOD฀ THERE฀
IS฀ INSUFlCIENT฀ RESEARCH฀ TO฀ DEMONSTRATE฀ THAT฀ IT฀ IS฀
OF฀ VALUE฀ FOR฀ MOST฀ INSTITUTIONS฀ THERE฀ IS฀ NO฀ CLEAR฀
INCENTIVE฀TO฀CHANGE฀#ERTAIN฀ASPECTS฀OF฀THE฀SYSTEM฀
OF฀ HIGHER฀ EDUCATION฀ IN฀ PARTICULAR฀ MAKE฀ CHANGE฀
DIFlCULT฀ 4HE฀ CURRENT฀ TENURE฀ PROCESS฀ DOES฀ NOT฀
REWARD฀ THE฀ KINDS฀ OF฀ ACTIVITIES฀ THAT฀ WOULD฀ HELP฀
FACULTY฀BECOME฀mUENT฀/NE฀OF฀THE฀BIGGEST฀RESISTORS฀
IS฀ THE฀SAME฀FOR฀VIRTUALLY฀EVERY฀KIND฀OF฀EDUCATIONAL฀
INNOVATION฀ THAT฀MIGHT฀ COME฀UNDER฀ CONSIDERATION฀
INSTITUTIONALIZED฀ RESISTANCE฀ TO฀ CHANGE฀ !DDING฀ TO฀
THIS฀THE฀RESEARCH฀THAT฀HAS฀BEEN฀DONE฀HAS฀NOT฀BEEN฀











CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀AND฀ TO฀BE฀UNDERSTOOD฀WHEN฀ THEY฀
DO฀NOT฀ONLY฀ AMONG฀ THEIR฀PEERS฀BUT฀ ALSO฀AT฀HOME฀
AT฀SCHOOL฀AND฀AT฀WORK฀$IGITAL฀NATIVES฀ARE฀PUSHING฀
CHANGE฀BY฀USING฀AND฀MODELING฀SKILLS฀IN฀ST฀CENTURY฀
LITERACY฀ AND฀ BY฀ EXPECTING฀ THEIR฀ TEACHERS฀ AND฀ ROLE฀
MODELS฀TO฀USE฀AND฀MODEL฀THOSE฀SKILLS฀AS฀WELL
%ROSION฀ OF฀ !RTS฀ IN฀ 3CHOOLS฀ 7ITHIN฀ THE฀ REALM฀ OF฀
EDUCATION฀ THE฀ NARROW฀ DElNITION฀ OF฀ TRADITIONAL฀
LITERACY฀ INHIBITS฀ CHANGE฀ %MPHASIS฀ ON฀ MATH฀ AND฀










4HE฀ LACK฀ OF฀ CRITICAL฀ PROCESS฀ AROUND฀ TEACHING฀ AND฀
EVALUATING฀ NEW฀ FORMS฀ OF฀ LITERACY฀ LIKE฀ VISUAL฀ AND฀
MEDIA฀ LITERACY฀AND฀ THE฀EROSION฀OF฀ARTS฀EDUCATION฀
PROGRAMS฀ ALSO฀ CONTRIBUTE฀ AS฀ RESISTORS฀ *UST฀ AS฀






ONLY฀ AS฀ A฀ SOURCE฀ OF฀ INFORMATION฀ AND฀ TRAINING฀ BUT฀
ALSO฀ AS฀ A฀ MEANS฀ FOR฀ CONNECTING฀ PEOPLE฀ AND฀ EN









&OR฀EXAMPLE฀ THE฀MUSIC฀ INDUSTRY฀HAS฀ TRADITIONALLY฀
OPERATED฀ WITH฀ A฀ MODEL฀ OF฀ ARTISTS฀ AND฀ STUDIOS฀
WHERE฀THE฀PRODUCTION฀AND฀DISTRIBUTION฀OF฀ALBUMS฀





DIGITAL฀ AUDIO฀ EQUIPMENT฀ AND฀ A฀ WEBSITE฀ 4HESE฀
CHANGES฀ ARE฀ NOT฀ LIMITED฀ TO฀MUSIC฀ SIMILAR฀ TRENDS฀
CAN฀ BE฀ SEEN฀ WITH฀ PRINT฀MEDIA฀฀ BOOKS฀ COMICS฀
MAGAZINES฀ AND฀ NEWSLETTERS฀ ฀ AND฀ WITH฀ VIDEOS฀


























ACTION฀ AND฀ THAT฀ PRIORITIZING฀ WHAT฀ NEEDED฀ TO฀ BE฀
DONE฀WOULD฀BE฀OF฀UTMOST฀IMPORTANCE฀!LL฀AGREED฀
THAT฀ THE฀ CALL฀ TO฀ ACTION฀ THAT฀ WAS฀ BEING฀ CREATED฀
NEEDED฀ TO฀ BE฀ HIGHLEVEL฀ AND฀ STRATEGIC฀ IN฀ NATURE฀
4WO฀ CRITERIA฀ WERE฀ DEVELOPED฀ TO฀ ENSURE฀ THAT฀ THE฀
PRIORITIES฀IDENTIlED฀WERE฀INDEED฀STRATEGIC฀4HE฀lRST฀
WAS฀ THAT฀ A฀ STRATEGIC฀PRIORITY฀ SPEAK฀ TO฀AN฀ ISSUE฀OR฀
NEED฀ THAT฀WAS฀ SO฀ CRITICAL฀ IT฀MUST฀BE฀ ADDRESSED฀ IF฀
THE฀ NOTION฀ OF฀ ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀WAS฀ TO฀MOVE฀
INTO฀ MAINSTREAM฀ THINKING฀ 4HE฀ SECOND฀ WAS฀ THAT฀








GROUP฀ DID฀ THIS฀ WORK฀ COLLECTIVELY฀ !S฀ THE฀ CLOSING฀
ACTIVITY฀OF฀THE฀lRST฀DAY฀THESE฀DRAFT฀PRIORITIES฀WERE฀
RANKORDERED฀USING฀A฀DOTVOTING฀PROCESS฀4HE฀ LIST฀
WAS฀ REVISITED฀ AS฀ THE฀ lRST฀ ACTIVITY฀ ON฀ THE฀ CLOSING฀
DAY฀AND฀NUANCES฀AND฀ADDITIONAL฀INTERRELATIONSHIPS฀
AMONG฀THE฀PRIORITIES฀WERE฀VOICED฀AND฀NOTED฀฀฀





THAT฀ CONSTITUTE฀ THE฀PRIMARY฀OUTCOME฀OF฀ THE฀ ST฀
#ENTURY฀,ITERACY฀3UMMIT฀฀
4OGETHER฀ THESE฀ PRIORITIES฀ SERVE฀ AS฀ A฀ ROAD฀ MAP฀





$EVELOP฀ A฀ STRATEGIC฀ RESEARCH฀ AGENDA฀ #RITICAL฀
TO฀ ADVANCEMENT฀ IS฀ A฀ RESEARCH฀ PLAN฀ THAT฀ MAPS฀
THE฀ CURRENT฀ STATE฀ OF฀ THE฀ lELD฀ CAPTURES฀ AND฀
DISSEMINATES฀BEST฀PRACTICES฀AND฀EFFECTIVE฀MODELS฀
AND฀PROVIDES฀FOR฀ONGOING฀RESEARCH฀INTO฀EMERGENT฀
PRACTICE฀ 4HE฀ RESULTS฀ OF฀ SUCH฀ RESEARCH฀ WILL฀ FEED฀
INTO฀ THE฀ OTHER฀ FOUR฀ STRATEGIC฀ PRIORITIES฀ BOTH฀NOW฀
AND฀IN฀THE฀FUTURE฀PROVIDING฀A฀SOLID฀FOUNDATION฀FOR฀
CONTINUING฀WORK฀IN฀THE฀lELD฀
2AISE฀AWARENESS฀AND฀VISIBILITY฀OF฀ THE฀lELD฀ ฀ 4HE฀
IDEAS฀THAT฀BROUGHT฀THE฀PARTICIPANTS฀AT฀THE฀SUMMIT฀
TOGETHER฀ARE฀SO฀NEW฀A฀ SIGNIlCANT฀CHALLENGE฀ IS฀ TO฀
HELP฀ PEOPLE฀ UNDERSTAND฀
WHAT฀ IS฀ MEANT฀ BY฀ ST฀
CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀ 7HILE฀
THE฀ CONCEPTS฀ UNDERLY




PHY฀ VISUAL฀ COGNITION฀ THE฀ ARTS฀ AND฀ OTHER฀ WELL










%MPOWER฀ TEACHERS฀ WITH฀ ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀
SKILLS฀4HE฀lRST฀ STEP฀ IN฀ THIS฀ DIRECTION฀ IS฀ TO฀DESIGN฀






CREDENTIALS฀ OR฀ CERTIlCATION฀ OFFERED฀ TO฀ TEACHERS฀
INTERESTED฀ IN฀ SPECIALIZING฀ IN฀ IT฀ 0ROFESSIONAL฀
DEVELOPMENT฀ACROSS฀THE฀BOARD฀IS฀CRITICAL฀IF฀TEACHERS฀
ARE฀ TO฀ TEACH฀ WITH฀ EVALUATE฀ THE฀ PRODUCTS฀ OF฀ AND฀
UNDERSTAND฀ THE฀ POSSIBILITIES฀ OPENED฀ BY฀ ST฀
CENTURY฀LITERACY฀
-AKE฀ TOOLS฀ FOR฀ CREATING฀ AND฀ EXPERIENCING฀ NEW฀
MEDIA฀ BROADLY฀ AVAILABLE฀ !CCESS฀ TO฀ TOOLS฀ THAT฀
EMPOWER฀ EXPRESSION฀ IN฀ THESE฀ NEW฀ FORMS฀ MUST฀
BE฀AS฀UBIQUITOUS฀AS฀WORD฀PROCESSING฀SOFTWARE฀OR฀
SPREADSHEETS฀ )N฀ SCHOOLS฀ TOOLS฀ FOR฀ CREATING฀ NEW฀
MEDIA฀ SHOULD฀ BE฀ AVAILABLE฀ AS฀ EARLY฀ AS฀ POSSIBLE฀
EVEN฀IN฀PRIMARY฀GRADES฀AND฀MORE฀ADVANCED฀TOOLS฀
PROVIDED฀ AS฀ STUDENTS฀ PROGRESS฀ AND฀ GAIN฀ FACILITY฀
USING฀THEM฀!FFORDABILITY฀AND฀SCALABILITY฀WILL฀BE฀OF฀
UTMOST฀ IMPORTANCE฀ TO฀ SCHOOL฀ SYSTEMS฀ AND฀USERS฀
WILL฀ WANT฀ STANDARD฀ DIGITAL฀ FORMATS฀ SO฀ THAT฀ THEIR฀
WORK฀CAN฀BE฀PORTABLE฀
7ORK฀ AS฀ A฀ COMMUNITY฀ 4HE฀ CLEAR฀ MESSAGE฀
THROUGHOUT฀ THE฀ SUMMIT฀WAS฀ THAT฀ THE฀ SIMPLE฀ ACT฀
OF฀ BRINGING฀ PLAYERS฀ TOGETHER฀ FROM฀ ALL฀ THE฀ CRITICAL฀
SECTORS฀ WAS฀ A฀ POWERFUL฀ IMPETUS฀ FOR฀ CHANGE฀
4HE฀ CHANCE฀ TO฀ DEVELOP฀ A฀ COMMON฀ LANGUAGE฀
WITH฀ WHICH฀ TO฀ TALK฀ ABOUT฀ ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀
TO฀ ARTICULATE฀ A฀ SHARED฀ VISION฀ AND฀ TO฀ EXAMINE฀
CHALLENGES฀ FROM฀ MULTIPLE฀ PERSPECTIVES฀ ALLOWED฀
THE฀ PARTICIPANTS฀ TO฀ SEE฀ THE฀ LANDSCAPE฀ IN฀ ITS฀
ENTIRETY฀ %FFECTING฀ CHANGE฀ WILL฀ TAKE฀ AN฀ EQUALLY฀
DIVERSE฀ EFFORT฀ AND฀ CROSSSECTOR฀ COLLABORATION฀WILL฀
BE฀KEY฀ ฀ )F฀THE฀KNOWLEDGE฀AND฀SKILLS฀OF฀THOSE฀WHO฀














SUSTAINING฀ ONGOING฀ RESEARCH฀ INTO฀ CROSSCULTURAL฀ VISUAL฀
LITERACY฀AND฀NARRATIVE฀STUDIES฀#HILDREN฀FROM฀lVE฀DIFFERENT฀




4HIS฀ PROJECT฀ INVOLVES฀ THE฀ DEVELOPMENT฀ OF฀ A฀ TRAVELING฀
PHOTOGRAPHIC฀EXHIBITION฀BY฀DRAWING฀ON฀THE฀IMAGES฀THAT฀
CHILDREN฀ FROM฀ THE฀ lVE฀ COUNTRIES฀ HAVE฀ CONSTRUCTED฀ &IVE฀
DIFFERENT฀ CULTURAL฀PERSPECTIVES฀WILL฀BE฀DEPICTED฀ THROUGH฀
THE฀ USE฀ OF฀ PHOTOGRAPHIC฀ IMAGES฀ AND฀ WORDS฀ GENERATED฀
BY฀ CHILDREN฀ FROM฀฀ TO฀ ฀ YEARS฀OF฀ AGE฀4HE฀ CHILDREN฀WILL฀
USE฀ DISPOSABLE฀ CAMERAS฀ TO฀ CAPTURE฀ IMAGES฀ OF฀ THEIR฀
EVERYDAY฀ EXPERIENCES฀ SELECTED฀ PHOTOGRAPHS฀ WILL฀ THEN฀





6OICES฀ OF฀ #HILDREN฀ ENCOMPASSES฀ THE฀ NOTION฀ OF฀ THE฀
IMPORTANCE฀ OF฀ THE฀ MULTILITERATE฀ LEARNER฀ IN฀ THE฀ ST฀
#ENTURY฀4HIS฀ INNOVATIVE฀PROJECT฀WILL฀PROVIDE฀A฀SHOWCASE฀
FOR฀ CROSSCULTURAL฀ VISUAL฀ STUDIES฀ AS฀ WELL฀ AS฀ A฀ PLATFORM฀
FOR฀ COLLABORATIVE฀ RESEARCH฀ AMONG฀ THE฀ lVE฀ INSTITUTIONS฀
INVOLVED฀ THEY฀ ARE฀ THE฀ 5NIVERSITY฀ OF฀ 7OLLONGONG฀











฀ 3TRATEGIC฀0RIORITY฀ %NABLERS"ARRIERS฀ 3ECTORS฀)NVOLVED




























































.ONE฀OF฀ THESE฀ STRATEGIC฀ PRIORITIES฀ IS฀ SUFlCIENT฀ ON฀
ITS฀ OWN฀ !LL฀ MUST฀ BE฀ PURSUED฀ IN฀ CONCERT฀ ACROSS฀
MULTIPLE฀ SECTORS฀ IF฀ CHANGE฀ IS฀ TO฀ BE฀ EFFECTED฀ AND฀
ST฀CENTURY฀LITERACY฀BROUGHT฀INTO฀THE฀MAINSTREAM฀
3TRONG฀RELATIONSHIPS฀BETWEEN฀THE฀PRIORITIES฀MEAN฀
THAT฀ ACTIVITIES฀ CAN฀ EASILY฀ BE฀ INTERWOVEN฀ AMONG฀





!S฀ IMPORTANT฀ AS฀ STRATEGIC฀ PRIORITIES฀ WERE฀




















MORE฀ EFFECTIVE฀ COMMUNICATORS฀ IN฀ AN฀ INCREASINGLY฀








THEM฀฀ THE฀ PARTICIPANTS฀ AGAIN฀
BROKE฀ INTO฀ SECTORFOCUSED฀GROUPS฀ TO฀ THINK฀ ABOUT฀
HOW฀ THE฀ STRATEGIC฀ PRIORITIES฀ MIGHT฀ BE฀ ADDRESSED฀
WITHIN฀ THEIR฀ OWN฀ SECTOR฀ WITH฀ SPECIlC฀ CONSIDER
ATION฀GIVEN฀TO฀EACH฀SECTORS฀UNIQUE฀CHALLENGES


















)T฀ IS฀ CRITICAL฀ TO฀ UNDERSTAND฀ THE฀ NEW฀ FORMS฀ OF฀
COMMUNICATION฀EMBEDDED฀IN฀ST฀CENTURY฀LITERACY฀
IN฀ ORDER฀ TO฀ DESIGN฀ EFFECTIVE฀ CURRICULA฀ TO฀ TEACH฀




MUST฀ WORK฀ TO฀ PASS฀ LEGISLATION฀ THAT฀ SUPPORTS฀
RESEARCH฀ INTO฀ ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀ 0ROFESSIONALS฀
IN฀ MEDIA฀ AND฀ THE฀ ARTS฀ CAN฀ CONTRIBUTE฀ TO฀ THE฀













































!S฀ RESEARCH฀ INTO฀ EMERGENT฀
PRACTICE฀UNCOVERS฀EFFECTIVE฀MODELS฀
FOR฀ APPLYING฀ AND฀ TEACHING฀ ST฀
CENTURY฀LITERACY฀NEW฀FORMS฀OF฀ASSESSMENT฀FOR฀THESE฀
SKILLS฀MUST฀BE฀DEVELOPED฀ AND฀ THEN฀ INCORPORATED฀
INTO฀ TEACHER฀ CERTIlCATION฀ #URRICULUM฀ STANDARDS฀
SHOULD฀ REmECT฀ THE฀ IMPORTANCE฀ OF฀ mUENCY฀ IN฀ ST฀
CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀ WHEREVER฀ APPROPRIATE฀ !LL฀ OF฀
THESE฀ ARE฀ PRECURSORS฀ FOR฀ CONTINUING฀ PROFESSIONAL฀
















-EDIA฀ EDUCATION฀ IS฀ A฀ MANDATED฀ PART฀ OF฀ THE฀ CURRICULUM฀





)NCREASINGLY฀ EDUCATORS฀ AND฀ ADMINISTRATORS฀ ARE฀BECOMING฀









4HE฀ GOALS฀ OF฀ THE฀ )NSIDE฀ 0LATOS฀ #AVE฀ CURRICULUM฀ ARE฀ TWO
FOLD฀TO฀PREPARE฀TEACHERS฀TO฀TEACH฀MEDIA฀EDUCATION฀IN฀THE฀




















TO฀MEET฀ THE฀ NEEDS฀ OF฀ #ANADIAN฀ TEACHERS฀ THE฀ DEVELOPERS฀
STRONGLY฀BELIEVE฀THAT฀THE฀CONTENT฀AND฀METHODOLOGY฀WILL฀BE฀
USEFUL฀FOR฀ANY฀EDUCATOR฀INTERESTED฀IN฀MEDIA฀EDUCATION





































































STORYBOARDING฀ DIRECTING฀ AND฀ lLMING฀ THEIR฀ OWN฀ ORIGINAL฀
SHORT฀ ANIMATED฀ lLMS฀ 4HE฀ WEEK฀ PROGRAM฀ CULMINATES฀
IN฀A฀ REDCARPET฀PREMIERE฀OF฀ THE฀lLMS฀AT฀ THE฀*"&#฀ FOR฀ THE฀









FOREIGN฀ LANGUAGES฀ AND฀ THE฀VISUAL฀ AND฀PERFORMING฀ARTS฀ )N฀






4O฀ LEARN฀MORE฀ ABOUT฀ THE฀ *ACOB฀ "URNS฀ &ILM฀ #ENTER฀ VISIT฀
WWWBURNSlLMCENTERORG฀
/NE฀OF฀THE฀KEYS฀TO฀THE฀BROAD฀SCALE฀EMBRACEMENT฀
OF฀ ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀ IS฀ THAT฀ THE฀ TOOLS฀ NEEDED฀
TO฀ CREATE฀ GRAPHICS฀ IMAGES฀ VIDEO฀ AND฀ OTHER฀ RICH฀
MEDIA฀BE฀AS฀WIDELY฀AVAILABLE฀AS฀POSSIBLE฀฀IDEALLY฀
PART฀OF฀THE฀STANDARD฀TOOLSET฀ON฀COMPUTERS฀4HESE฀
TOOLS฀MUST฀ INTEROPERATE฀ AND฀ BE฀ SCALABLE฀ SO฀ THAT฀
NOT฀ ONLY฀ ADULTS฀ AND฀ HIGH฀ SCHOOLERS฀ HAVE฀ EASY฀



















WORKING฀ IN฀ ST฀ CENTURY฀ LITERACY฀ AND฀ UNIFYING฀
THE฀ EFFORTS฀ OF฀ ALL฀ STAKEHOLDERS฀ .EW฀ CONNECTIONS฀
FORMED฀ BETWEEN฀ PARTIES฀ WHO฀ HAVE฀ TRADITIONALLY฀
NOT฀WORKED฀EXTENSIVELY฀TOGETHER฀฀STUDENTS฀WITH฀











%VEN฀WITH฀ THE฀ EXTENSIVE฀ VISUAL฀ RECORD฀ THE฀ VIDEO฀
AND฀ALL฀THE฀NOTES฀CAPTURED฀DURING฀THE฀ST฀#ENTURY฀
,ITERACY฀ 3UMMIT฀ IT฀ HAS฀ PROVEN฀ VERY฀ DIFlCULT฀




WAS฀ PALPABLE฀ AND฀ THE฀ ATTENDEES฀ EMBRACED฀ THE฀
OPPORTUNITY฀ FULLY฀ 4HE฀ DISCUSSIONS฀ WERE฀ RICH฀ AND฀
ANIMATED฀AND฀IDEAS฀mOWED฀BACK฀AND฀FORTH฀EASILY฀
-ANY฀ NEW฀ PARTNERSHIPS฀ AND฀ PROJECTS฀ WERE฀ BORN฀
IN฀THE฀SIDEBAR฀DISCUSSIONS฀AND฀SOME฀OF฀THESE฀ARE฀
SURE฀TO฀PRODUCE฀PROFOUND฀IMPACTS฀ )N฀THE฀CLOSING฀
MOMENTS฀ OF฀ THE฀ MEETING฀ WE฀ TOOK฀ TIME฀ TO฀ TALK฀
ABOUT฀NEXT฀STEPS฀AND฀SEEING฀THE฀DEPTH฀AND฀RANGE฀
OF฀PROJECTS฀THAT฀WERE฀PLANNED฀OR฀ALREADY฀UNDERWAY฀
CREATED฀ CONSIDERABLE฀ EXCITEMENT฀ AMONG฀ AN฀
ALREADY฀ENERGIZED฀GROUP
4HE฀ WORK฀ IS฀ JUST฀ BEGINNING฀ TO฀ BE฀ SURE฀ AND฀
THE฀ CHALLENGES฀ ARE฀ GREAT฀ 3OME฀ OF฀ THE฀ BARRIERS฀
THAT฀ MUST฀ BE฀ FACED฀ PARTICULARLY฀ THE฀ LACK฀ OF฀
UNDERSTANDING฀ AROUND฀ THIS฀ EMERGING฀ LANGUAGE฀
AND฀ THE฀ RESISTANCE฀ ENDEMIC฀ TO฀ ANY฀ LARGE฀ SCALE฀
CHANGE฀ WILL฀ REQUIRE฀ SUSTAINED฀ AND฀ CONCERTED฀
EFFORT฀BEFORE฀SIGNIlCANT฀PROGRESS฀CAN฀BE฀REALIZED฀
4HE฀ WHEELS฀ OF฀ POLICY฀ CHANGE฀ TURN฀ SLOWLY฀ AND฀
DISCUSSIONS฀ OF฀ STANDARDS฀ AND฀ CERTIlCATION฀ MORE฀
OFTEN฀REVOLVE฀AROUND฀POLITICAL฀RATHER฀THAN฀RESEARCH฀
QUESTIONS฀ 4HERE฀ ARE฀ MANY฀ CONVERSATIONS฀ YET฀ TO฀
TAKE฀PLACE฀AND฀MANY฀QUESTIONS฀THAT฀WILL฀NEED฀TO฀
BE฀ANSWERED
!T฀ THE฀ SAME฀ TIME฀ THE฀ PROMISE฀ IS฀ GREAT฀ AND฀ THE฀
EFFORT฀WORTHWHILE฀ )F฀WE฀CAN฀UNDERSTAND฀THIS฀NEW฀
LITERACY฀ ENCOURAGE฀ STIMULATE฀ AND฀ MODEL฀ IT฀ WE฀
CAN฀PUT฀ ITS฀ EXPRESSIVE฀POWER฀ TO฀USE฀ FOR฀ LEARNING฀
4HE฀LEADERS฀THAT฀GATHERED฀IN฀3AN฀*OSE฀RECOGNIZED฀
THAT฀ WE฀ ARE฀ ON฀ THE฀ CUSP฀ OF฀ A฀ GREAT฀ OPPORTUNITY฀
ONE฀ THAT฀ IS฀ UNFOLDING฀ IN฀ COUNTRIES฀ AROUND฀ THE฀
GLOBE฀4HE฀STORIES฀THEY฀TOLD฀OF฀DIGITAL฀NATIVES฀FROM฀
*APAN฀THE฀5NITED฀3TATES฀%UROPE฀!USTRALIA฀AND฀THE฀












AND฀ METHODS฀ TO฀ THE฀ FOREFRONT฀ ฀ AND฀ THERE฀ IS฀
MUCH฀TO฀BE฀DONE฀4HE฀#ALL฀TO฀!CTION฀AND฀STRATEGIC฀
PRIORITIES฀THAT฀EMERGED฀FROM฀THE฀SUMMIT฀REPRESENT฀




TO฀ PUT฀ THESE฀ IDEAS฀ IN฀ FRONT฀ OF฀ LEADERS฀ AND฀POLICY฀
MAKERS฀IN฀COUNTRIES฀AROUND฀THE฀GLOBE฀USE฀THEM฀TO฀
GENERATE฀FURTHER฀DISCUSSION฀AND฀DIALOG฀AND฀AS฀AN฀
IMPETUS฀FOR฀CREATIVE฀IDEAS฀AND฀APPROACHES
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